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Abstract

This paper investigates to what extent the
use of paraphrasing in translation mem-
ory (TM) matching and retrieval is use-
ful for human translators. Current trans-
lation memories lack semantic knowledge
like paraphrasing in matching and re-
trieval. Due to this, paraphrased seg-
ments are often not retrieved. Lack of se-
mantic knowledge also results in inappro-
priate ranking of the retrieved segments.
Gupta and Orăsan (2014) proposed an im-
proved matching algorithm which incorpo-
rates paraphrasing. Its automatic evalua-
tion suggested that it could be beneficial
to translators. In this paper we perform
an extensive human evaluation of the use
of paraphrasing in the TM matching and
retrieval process. We measure post-editing
time, keystrokes, two subjective evalua-
tions, and HTER and HMETEOR to assess
the impact on human performance. Our re-
sults show that paraphrasing improves TM
matching and retrieval, resulting in trans-
lation performance increases when trans-
lators use paraphrase enhanced TMs.

1 Introduction

One of the core features of a TM system is the
retrieval of previously translated similar segments
for post-editing in order to avoid translation from
scratch when an exact match is not available. How-
ever, this retrieval process is still limited to edit-
distance based measures operating on surface form
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(or sometimes stem) matching. Most of the com-
mercial systems use edit distance (Levenshtein,
1966) or some variation of it, e.g. the open-source
TM OmegaT1 uses word-based edit distance with
some extra preprocessing. Although these mea-
sures provide a strong baseline, they are not suf-
ficient to capture semantic similarity between the
segments as judged by humans.

Gupta and Orăsan (2014) proposed an edit dis-
tance measure which incorporates paraphrasing in
the process. In the present paper, we perform
a human-centred evaluation to investigate the use
of paraphrasing in translation memory matching
and retrieval. We use the same system as Gupta
and Orăsan (2014) and investigate the following
questions: (1) how much of an improvement can
paraphrasing provide in terms of retrieval? (2)
What is the quality of the retrieved segments and
its impact on the work of human translators? These
questions are answered using human centred eval-
uations.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents
the first work on assessing the quality of any type
of semantically informed TM fuzzy matches based
on post-editing time or keystrokes.

2 Related Work

Several researchers have used semantic or syntac-
tic information in TMs, but their evaluations were
shallow and most of the time limited to subjective
evaluation carried out by the authors. This makes
it hard to judge how much a semantically informed
TM matching system can benefit a translator.

Existing research (Planas and Furuse, 1999;
Hodász and Pohl, 2005; Pekar and Mitkov, 2007;
Mitkov, 2008) pointed out the need for similarity

1http://www.omegat.org
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calculations in TMs beyond surface form compar-
isons. Both Planas and Furuse (1999) and Hodasz
and Pohl (2005) proposed to use lemma and parts
of speech along with surface form comparison.
Hodasz and Pohl (2005) also extend the matching
process to a sentence skeleton where noun phrases
are either tagged by a translator or by a heuristic
NP aligner developed for English-Hungarian trans-
lation. Planas and Furuse (1999) tested a prototype
model on 50 sentences from the software domain
and 75 sentences from a journal with TM sizes of
7,192 and 31,526 segments respectively. A fuzzy
match retrieved was considered usable if less than
half of the words required editing to match the
input sentence. The authors concluded that the
approach gives more usable results compared to
Trados Workbench used as a baseline. Hodasz
and Pohl (2005) claimed that their approach stores
simplified patterns and hence makes it more prob-
able to find a match in the TM. Pekar and Mitkov
(2007) presented an approach based on syntactic
transformation rules. On evaluation of the pro-
totype model using a query sentence, the authors
found that the syntactic rules help in retrieving
better segments.

Recently, work by Utiyama et al. (2011) and
Gupta and Orăsan (2014) presented approaches
which use paraphrasing in TM matching and re-
trieval. Utiyama et al. (2011) proposed an ap-
proach using a finite state transducer. They eval-
uate the approach with one translator and find that
paraphrasing is useful for TM both in terms of
precision and recall of the retrieval process. How-
ever, their approach limits TM matching to exact
matches only. Gupta and Orăsan (2014) also use
paraphrasing at the fuzzy match level and they
report an improvement in retrieval and quality of
retrieved segments. The quality of retrieved seg-
ments was evaluated using the machine translation
evaluation metric BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002).
Simard and Fujita (2012) used different MT eval-
uation metrics for similarity calculation as well as
for testing the quality of retrieval. For most of the
metrics, the authors find that, the metric which is
used in evaluation gives better score to itself (e.g.
BLEU gives highest score to matches retrieved
using BLEU as similarity measure).

Keystroke and post-editing time analysis are not
new for TM and MT. Keystroke analysis has been
used to judge translators’ productivity (Langlais
and Lapalme, 2002; Whyman and Somers, 1999).

Koponen et al. (2012) suggested that post-editing
time reflects the cognitive effort in post-editing the
MT output. Sousa et al. (2011) evaluated different
MT system performances against translating from
scratch. Their study also concluded that subjective
evaluations of MT system output correlate with
the post-editing time needed. Zampieri and Vela
(2014) used post-editing time to compare TM and
MT translations.

3 Our Approach and Experiments

We have used the approach presented in Gupta
and Orăsan (2014) to include paraphrasing in the
TM matching and retrieval process. The approach
classifies paraphrases into different types for ef-
ficient implementation based on the matching of
the words between the source and correspond-
ing paraphrase. Using this approach, the fuzzy
match score between segments can be calculated
in polynomial time despite the inclusion of para-
phrases. The method uses dynamic programming
along with greedy approximation. The method
calculates fuzzy match score as if the appropriate
paraphrases are applied. For example, if the trans-
lation memory used has a segment “What is the
actual aim of this practice ?” and the paraphrase
database has paraphrases “the actual” ⇒ “the real”
and “aim of this” ⇒“goal of this”, for the input
sentence “What is the real goal of this mission ?”,
the approach will give a 89.89% fuzzy match score
(only one word, “practice”, needs substitution with
“mission”) rather than 66.66% using simple word-
based edit distance.

In TM, the performance of retrieval can be
measured by counting the number of segments or
words retrieved. However, NLP techniques are not
100% accurate and most of the time, there is a
tradeoff between the precision and recall of this
retrieval process. This is also one of the reasons
that TM developers shy away from using semantic
matching. One cannot measure the gain unless
retrieval benefits the translator.

When we use paraphrasing in the matching and
retrieval process, the fuzzy match score of a para-
phrased segment is increased, which results in the
retrieval of more segments at a particular thresh-
old. This increment in retrieval can be classified
in two types: without changing the top rank; and
by changing the top rank. For example, for a
particular input segment, we have two segments A
and B in the TM. Using simple edit-distance, A
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has a 65% and B has a 60% fuzzy score; the fuzzy
score of A is better than that of B. As a result of
using paraphrasing we notice two types of score
changes:

1. the score of A is still better than or equal to
that of B, for example, A has 85% and B has
70% fuzzy score;

2. the score of A is less than that of B, for
example, A has 75% and B has 80% fuzzy
score.

In the first case, paraphrasing does not supersede
the existing model and just facilitates it by improv-
ing the fuzzy score so that the top segment ranked
using edit distance gets retrieved. However, in
the second case paraphrasing changes the ranking
and now the top ranked segment is different. In
this case, the paraphrasing model supersedes the
existing simple edit distance model. This second
case also gives a different reference to compare
with. We take the top segment retrieved using
simple edit distance as a reference against the top
segment retrieved using paraphrasing and compare
to see which is better for a human translator to
work with.

To evaluate the influence of paraphrasing on
matching and retrieval, we have carried out four
different experiments. Section 3.1 describes the
settings and measures used for post-editing evalua-
tion, and Sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe the settings
for the subjective evaluations.

3.1 Post-editing Time (PET) and Keystrokes
(KS)

In this evaluation, the translators were presented
with fuzzy matches and the task was to post-edit
the segment in order to obtain a correct translation.
The translators were presented with an input En-
glish segment, the German segment retrieved from
the TM for post-editing and the English segment
used for matching in TM.

In this task, we recorded post-editing time
(PET) and keystrokes (KS). The post-editing time
taken for the whole file is calculated by summing
up the time taken on each segment. Only one
segment is visible on screen. The segment is
only visible after clicking and the time is recorded
from when the segment becomes visible until the
translator finishes post-editing and goes to the next
screen. The next screen is a blank screen so that
the translator can have a rest after post-editing

a segment. The translators were aware that the
time is being recorded. Each translator post-edited
half of the segments retrieved using simple edit
distance (ED) and half of the segments retrieved
using paraphrasing (PP). The ED and PP matches
were presented one after the other (ED at odd
positions and PP at even positions or vice versa).
However, the same translator did not post-edit the
match retrieved using PP and ED for the same
segment: instead five different translators post-
edited the segment retrieved using PP and another
five different translators post-edited the match re-
trieved using ED.

Post-editing time (PET) for each segment is the
mean of the normalised time (N ) taken by all
translators on this segment. Normalisation is ap-
plied to account for both slow and fast translators.

PETj =

n∑
i=1

Nij

n
(1)

Nij = Tij×
Avg time on this file by all translators

m∑
j=1

Tij

(2)
In the equations 1 and 2 above, PETj is the post
editing time for each segment j, n is the number of
translators, Nij is the normalised time of translator
i on segment j, m is the number of segments in the
file, and Tij is the actual time taken by a translator
i on a segment j.

Along with the post-editing time, we also
recorded all printable keystrokes, whitespace and
erase keys pressed. For our analysis, we consid-
ered average keystrokes pressed by all translators
for each segment.

3.2 Subjective Evaluation with Two Options
(SE2)

In this evaluation, we carried out subjective evalu-
ation with two options (SE2). We presented fuzzy
matches retrieved using both paraphrasing (PP)
and simple edit distance (ED) to the translators.
The translators were unaware of the details (ED
or PP) of how the fuzzy matches were obtained.
To neutralise any bias, half of the ED matches
were tagged as A and the other half as B, with
the same applied to PP matches. The translator
has to choose between two options: A is better;
or B is better. 17 translators participated in this
experiment. Finally, the decision of whether ‘ED
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is better’ or ‘PP is better’ is made on the basis of
how many translators choose one over the other.

3.3 Subjective Evaluation with Three Options
(SE3)

This evaluation is similar to Evaluation SE2 except
that we provided one more option to translators.
Translators can choose among three options: A is
better; B is better; or both are equal. 7 translators
participated in this experiment.

4 Corpus, Tool and Translators expertise

As a TM and test data, we have used English-
German pairs of the Europarl V7.0 (Koehn, 2005)
corpus with English as the source language and
German as the target language. From this corpus
we have filtered out segments of fewer than seven
words and greater than 40 words, to create the TM
and test datasets. Tokenization of the English data
was done using the Berkeley Tokenizer (Petrov et
al., 2006). We have used the lexical and phrasal
paraphrases from the PPDB corpus (Ganitkevitch
et al., 2013) of L size. In these experiments, we
have not paraphrased any capitalised words (but
we lowercase them for both baseline and para-
phrasing similarities calculation). This is to avoid
paraphrasing any named entities. Table 1 shows
our corpus statistics. The translators involved in

TM Test Set
Segments 1565194 9981

Source words 37824634 240916
Target words 36267909 230620

Table 1: Corpus Statistics

our experiments were third year bachelor or mas-
ters translation students who were native speakers
of German with English language level C1, in the
age group of 21 to 40 years with a majority of
female students. Our translators were not expert
in any specific technical or legal field. For this
reason we did not use such a corpus. In this way
we avoid any bias from unfamiliarity or familiarity
with domain specific terms.

4.1 Familiarisation with the Tool
We used the PET tool (Aziz et al., 2012) for all
our human experiments. However, settings were
changed depending on the experiment. To famil-
iarise translators with the PET tool we carried out
a pilot experiment before the actual experiment
with the Europarl corpus. This experiment was

done on a corpus (Vela et al., 2007) different from
Europarl. 18 segments are used in this experiment.
While the findings are not included in this paper,
they informed the design of our main experiments.

5 Results and Analysis

The retrieval results are given in Table 2. The table
shows the similarity threshold for TM (TH), the to-
tal number of segments retrieved using the baseline
approach (EDR), the additional number of seg-
ments retrieved using the paraphrasing approach
(+PPR), the percentage improvement in retrieval
obtained over the baseline (Imp), the number of
segments that changed their ranking and rose to the
top because of paraphrasing (RC), and the number
of unique paraphrases used to retrieve +PPR (NP)
and RC (NPRC). Table 2 shows that when using

TH 100 [85, 100) [70, 85) [55, 70)
EDR 117 98 225 703

+PPR 16 30 98 311
%Imp 13.67 30.61 43.55 44.23

RC 9 14 55 202
NP 24 49 169 535

NPRC 14 24 92 356

Table 2: Results of Retrieval

paraphrasing we obtain around 13.67% increase
in retrieval for exact matches and more than 30%
and 43% increase in the intervals [85, 100) and
[70, 85), respectively. This is a clear indication
that paraphrasing significantly improves the re-
trieval results. We have also observed that there
are different paraphrases used to bring about this
improvement. In the interval [70, 85), 169 differ-
ent paraphrases are used to retrieve 98 additional
segments.

To check the quality of the retrieved segments
human evaluations are carried out. The sets’ distri-
bution for human evaluation is given in the Table 3.
The sets contain randomly selected segments from
the additionally retrieved segments using para-
phrasing which changed their top ranking.2

TH 100 [85, 100) [70, 85) Total
Set1 2 6 6 14
Set2 5 4 7 16

Total 7 10 13 30

Table 3: Test Sets for Human Experiments

2The sets are constructed so that a translator can post-edit a
file in one sitting. There is no differentiation between the
evaluations based on sets and all evaluations are carried out
in both sets in a similar fashion with different translators.
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Post-editing Subjective Evaluations
PET KS SE2 (2 Options) SE3 (3 options)

Seg # ED PP ED PP EDB PPB EDB PPB BEQ
1 42.98 41.30 ↑↑↑ 42.4 0.4 ↑↑↑ 1 16 ↑↑↑ 0 7 ↑↑↑ 0

2!+ 13.72 10.65 ↑↑↑ 2.8 2.4 ↑↑↑ 10 7 ↓↓↓ 2 2 3
3*! 13.88 12.62 ↑↑↑ 2.0 3.6 ↓↓↓ 12 5 ↓↓↓ 4 1 ↓↓↓ 2
4 37.97 17.64 ↑↑↑ 26.2 6.2 ↑↑↑ 1 16 ↑↑↑ 0 6↑↑↑ 1

5!+ 21.52 17.69 ↑↑↑ 22.4 13.2 ↑↑↑ 13 4 ↓↓↓ 2 3 ↑↑↑ 2
6!+ 41.14 42.74 ↓↓↓ 13.2 34.4 ↓↓↓ 4 13 ↑↑↑ 2 0 5
7!+ 33.69 31.59 ↑↑↑ 34.0 33.4 ↑↑↑ 10 7 ↓↓↓ 1 0 6
8 47.14 23.41 ↑↑↑ 61.6 6.4 ↑↑↑ 0 17 ↑↑↑ 0 7 ↑↑↑ 0
9 22.89 14.20 ↑↑↑ 37.2 2.2 ↑↑↑ 0 17 ↑↑↑ 0 6 ↑↑↑ 1

10 46.89 38.20 ↑↑↑ 77.6 65.6 ↑↑↑ 1 16 ↑↑↑ 0 1 6
11 58.25 53.65 ↑↑↑ 82.8 58.8 ↑↑↑ 0 17 ↑↑↑ 0 3 4

12!+ 34.04 45.03 ↓↓↓ 36.8 39.6 ↓↓↓ 2 15 ↑↑↑ 0 6 ↑↑↑ 1
13 30.34 21.12 ↑↑↑ 54.8 39.2 ↑↑↑ 7 10 ↑↑↑ 1 1 5

14!+ 75.50 96.54 ↓↓↓ 38.8 50.8 ↓↓↓ 5 12 ↑↑↑ 0 3 4
Set1-subtotal 520.02 466.44 532.60 356.20 66 172 12 46 40

15 24.14 9.18 ↑↑↑ 24.0 0.0 ↑↑↑ 5 12 ↑↑↑ 1 5↑↑↑ 1
16*+ 28.30 29.20 ↓↓↓ 23.4 15.4 ↑↑↑ 11 6 ↓↓↓ 2 2 3
17*! 65.64 53.49 ↑↑↑ 6.2 22.4 ↓↓↓ 10 7 ↓↓↓ 2 3↑↑↑ 2
18 41.91 20.98 ↑↑↑ 28.0 2.0 ↑↑↑ 1 16 ↑↑↑ 0 6↑↑↑ 1
19 29.81 19.71 ↑↑↑ 23.8 6.8 ↑↑↑ 7 10 ↑↑↑ 2 3↑↑↑ 2
20 41.25 15.42 ↑↑↑ 39.0 3.8 ↑↑↑ 0 17 ↑↑↑ 1 5↑↑↑ 1

21*! 42.04 65.44 ↓↓↓ 39.4 36.0 ↑↑↑ 7 10 ↑↑↑ 1 2 4
22 29.28 35.87 ↓↓↓ 17.0 33.4 ↓↓↓ 12 5 ↓↓↓ 5 0↓↓↓ 2
23 32.64 49.49 ↓↓↓ 11.4 50.8 ↓↓↓ 11 6 ↓↓↓ 2 2 3

24!+ 59.35 54.54 ↑↑↑ 79.6 79.2 ↑↑↑ 17 0 ↓↓↓ 5 0↓↓↓ 2
25 62.51 61.30 ↑↑↑ 71.0 54.0 ↑↑↑ 2 15 ↑↑↑ 0 3 4

26*! 36.82 41.06 ↓↓↓ 55.0 23.4 ↑↑↑ 1 16 ↑↑↑ 0 6↑↑↑ 1
27!+ 27.21 44.02 ↓↓↓ 24.4 48.8 ↓↓↓ 4 13 ↑↑↑ 1 5↑↑↑ 1
28 40.99 33.08 ↑↑↑ 39.6 24.6 ↑↑↑ 5 12 ↑↑↑ 3 4↑↑↑ 0
29 52.01 31.55 ↑↑↑ 50.6 23.4 ↑↑↑ 2 15 ↑↑↑ 0 6↑↑↑ 1

30*! 43.76 38.76 ↑↑↑ 38.2 44.6 ↓↓↓ 15 2 ↓↓↓ 1 1 5
Set2-subtotal 657.75 603.17 570.6 468.59 110 162 26 53 33

Total 1177.77 1069.61 1103.2 824.79 176 334 38 99 73

Table 4: Results of Human Evaluation on Set1 (1-14) and Set2 (15-30)
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Results for human evaluations (PET, KS, SE2
and SE3) on both sets (Set1 and Set2) are given
in Table 4. Here ‘Seg #’ represents the segment
number, ‘ED’ represents the match retrieved using
simple edit distance and ‘PP’ represents the match
retrieved after incorporating paraphrasing. ‘EDB’,
‘PPB’ and ‘BEQ’ in Subjective Evaluations repre-
sent the number of translators who judge ‘ED is
better’, ‘PP is better’ and ‘Both are equal’, respec-
tively.

5.1 Results: Post-editing Time (PET) and
Keystrokes (KS)

As we can see in Table 4, improvements were
obtained for both sets. ↑↑↑ demonstrates cases in
which PP performed better than ED and ↓↓↓ shows
where ED performed better than PP. Entries in bold
for PET, KS and SE2 indicate where the results are
statistically significant 3.

For Set1, translators made 356.20 keystrokes
and 532.60 keystrokes when editing PP and ED
matches, respectively. Translators took 466.44
seconds for PP as opposed to 520.02 seconds for
ED matches. This means that by using PP matches,
translators edit 33.12% less (49.52% more using
ED), which saves 10.3% time .

For Set2, translators made 468.59 keystrokes
and 570.6 keystrokes when editing PP and ED
matches respectively. Translators took 603.17 sec-
onds for PP as opposed to 657.75 seconds for ED
matches. This means that by using PP matches,
translators edit 17.87% less (21.76% more using
ED), which saves 8.29% time.

In total, combining both the sets, translators
made 824.79 keystrokes and 1103.2 keystrokes
when editing PP and ED matches, respectively.
Translators took 1069.61 seconds for PP as op-
posed to 1177.77 seconds for ED matches. There-
fore, by using PP matches, translators edit 25.23%
less, which saves time by 9.18%. In other words,
ED matches require 33.75% more keystrokes and
10.11% more time. We observe that the percent-
age improvement obtained by keystroke analysis
is smaller compared to the improvement obtained
by post-editing time. One of the reasons for this
is that the translator spends a fair amount of time
reading a segment before starting editing.

3p<0.05, one tailed Welch’s t-test for PET and KS, χ2 test
for SE2. Because of the small sample size for SE3, no
significance test was performed on individual segment basis.

5.2 Results: Using post-edited references

We also calculated the human-targeted transla-
tion error rate (HTER) (Snover et al., 2006)
and human-targeted METEOR (HMETEOR)
(Denkowski and Lavie, 2014). HTER and
HMETEOR was calculated between ED and PP
matches presented for post-editing and references
generated by editing the corresponding ED and
PP match. Table 5 lists HTER5 and HMETEOR5,
which use five corresponding ED or PP references
only and HTER10 and HMETEOR10, which use all
ten references generated using ED and PP.

Table 5 shows improvements in both the HTER5
and HMETEOR5 scores. For Set-1, HMETEOR5
improved from 59.82 to 81.44 and HTER5 im-
proved from 39.72 to 17.634. For Set-2, HME-
TEOR5 improved from 69.81 to 80.60 and HTER5
improved from 27.81 to 18.71. We also observe
that while ED scores of Set1 and Set2 differ sub-
stantially (59.82 vs 69.81 and 39.72 vs 27.81), PP
scores are nearly the same (81.44 vs 80.60 and
17.63 vs 18.71). This suggests that paraphrasing
not only brings improvement but may also improve
consistency.

Set-1 Set-2
ED PP ED PP

HMETEOR5 59.82 81.44 69.81 80.60
HTER5 39.72 17.63 27.81 18.71

HMETEOR10 59.82 81.44 69.81 80.61
HTER10 36.93 18.46 27.26 18.40

Table 5: Results using human targeted references

5.3 Results: Subjective evaluations

The subjective evaluations also show significant
improvements.

In subjective evaluation with two options (SE2)
as given in Table 4, from a total of 510 (30×17)
replies for 30 segments from both sets by 17 trans-
lators, 334 replies tagged ‘PP is better’ and 176
replies tagged ‘ED is better’ 5.

In subjective evaluation with three options
(SE3), from a total of 210 (30×7) replies for 30
segments from both sets by 7 translators, 99 replies
tagged ‘PP is better’, 73 replies tagged ‘both are
equal’ and 38 replies tagged ‘ED is better’ 6.

4For HMETEOR, higher is better and for HTER lower is
better
5statistically significant, χ2 test, p < 0.001
6statistically significant, χ2 test, p < 0.001
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5.4 Results: Segment wise analysis
A segment wise analysis of 30 segments from both
sets shows that 21 segments extracted using PP
were found to be better according to PET eval-
uation and 20 segments using PP were found to
be better according to KS evaluation. In subjec-
tive evaluations, 20 segments extracted using PP
were found to be better according to SE2 eval-
uation whereas 27 segments extracted using PP
were found to be better or equally good according
to SE3 evaluation (15 segments were found to be
better and 12 segments were found to be equally
good).

We have also observed that not all evaluations
correlate with each other on segment-by-segment
basis. ‘!, ‘+ and ‘* next to each segment num-
ber in Table 4 indicate conflicting evaluations: ‘!’
denotes that PET and SE2 contradict each other,
‘+’ denotes that KS and SE2 contradict each other
and ‘*’ denotes that PET and KS contradict each
other. In twelve segments where KS evaluation or
PET evaluation show PP as statistically significant
better, except for two cases all the evaluations also
shows them better.7 For Seg #13 SE3 shows ‘Both
are equal’ and for Seg #26, PET is better for ED,
however for these two sentences also all the other
evaluations show PP as better.

In three segments (Seg #’s 21, 23, 27) KS evalu-
ation or PET evaluation show ED as statistically
significant better, but none of the segment are
tagged better by all the evaluations. In Seg #21 all
the evaluations with the exception of PET show PP
as better. In Seg #23, SE3 shows ‘both are equal’.
Seg #23 is given as follows:

Input: The next item is the Commission dec-
laration on Belarus .

ED: The next item is the Commission State-
ment on AIDS .//Als nächster Punkt folgt die
Erklärung der Kommission zu AIDS.

PP: The next item is the Commission state-
ment on Haiti .//Nach der Tagesordnung folgt
die Erklärung der Kommission zu Haiti.

In Seg #23, apart from “AIDS” and “Haiti” the
source side does not differ but the German side
differs. The reason for PP match retrieval was
that “statement on” in lower case was paraphrased
as “declaration on” while in the other segment
7In this section all evaluations refer to all four evaluations viz
PET, KS, SE2 and SE3.

“Statement” was capitalised and hence was not
paraphrased. If we look at the German side of both
ED and PP, “Nach der Tagesordnung” requires a
broader context to accept it as a translation of “The
next item” whereas “Als nächster Punkt” does not
require much context.

In Seg #27, we observe contradictions between
post-editing evaluations and subjective evalua-
tions. Seg #27 is given below (EDPE and PPPE
are post-edited translations of ED and PP match
respectively):

Input: That would be an incredibly important
signal for the whole region .

ED: That could be an important signal for the
future .//Dies könnte ein wichtiges Signal für
die Zukunft sein.

PP: That really would be extremely important
for the whole region .//Und das wäre wirklich
für die ganze Region extrem wichtig.

EDPE: Dies könnte ein unglaublich
wichtiges Signal für die gesamte Region
sein.

PPPE: Das wäre ein unglaublich wichtiges
Signal für die ganze Region.

In subjective evaluations, translators tagged PP as
better than ED. But, post-editing suggests that it
takes more time and keystrokes to post-edit the PP
compare to ED.

There is one segment, Seg #22, on which all
the evaluations show that ED is better. Seg #22
is given below:

Input: I would just like to comment on one
point.

ED: I would just like to emphasise one
point.//Ich möchte nur eine Sache betonen.

PP: I would just like to concentrate on one
issue.//Ich möchte mich nur auf einen Punkt
konzentrieren.

In segment 22, the ED match is clearly closer to
the input than the PP match. Paraphrasing “on
one point” as “on one issue” does not improve the
result. Also, “konzentrieren” being a long word
takes more time and keystrokes in post-editing.
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6 Conclusion

Our evaluation answers the two questions previ-
ously raised. We conclude that paraphrasing sig-
nificantly improves retrieval. We observe more
than 30% and 43% improvement for the threshold
intervals [85, 100) and [70, 85), respectively. The
quality of the retrieved segment is also signifi-
cantly better, which is evident from all our hu-
man translation evaluations. On average on both
sets used for evaluation, compared to paraphrasing
simple edit distance takes 33.75% more keystrokes
and 10.11% more time when evaluating the seg-
ments who changed their top rank and come up in
the threshold intervals because of paraphrasing.
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